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Three Perspectives on the Cossack Past: 
Gogol9, Sevcenko, Kulis 

GEORGE G. GRABOWICZ 

There is little doubt that the Cossack past animates Ukrainian Romanti- 
cism and provides its most productive theme. Indeed, its impact is also 
strongly felt beyond the bounds of Ukrainian literature, for it becomes 
one of the strongest and most ramified common themes of Polish and 
Russian Romanticism.1 Beginning with the pre-Romantics, various writ- 
ers - in Polish literature the so-called Ukrainian School, the Cossaco- 
philes, the conservatives of the "St. Petersburg Coterie," and finally 
Stowacki, and in Russian literature the Decembrists (above all Ryleev), 
Puskin, and Gogol' himself- have turned to the events of the Ukrainian 
Cossack past not only to find a fascinating and colorful subject matter, 
but also to illustrate the turbulence of history, and, in fact, to better 
understand their own respective national past. This, of course, is all the 
more applicable to Ukrainian literature. Here the broad phenomenon of 
Cossackdom was the subject of purely literary and imaginative concerns, 
beginning with Metlyns'kyj and Kostomarov, of ethnographic interests 
(e.g., of Sreznevskij and Maksymovyc), and finally of concerted histori- 
cal and historiographie work, primarily by Kulis and Kostomarov. Ulti- 
mately, in a complex evolution and synthesis of these various modalities, 
an understanding and conceptualization of the Cossack past provided the 
basis for a new Ukrainian national consciousness. 

The central role played by Gogol', Sevcenko, and Kulis in this process, 
in modern Ukrainian literature, and in Slavic Romanticism as a whole is 
also unquestionable. All three are preeminent literary artists whose influ- 
ence, each in its own way, is visible to this day. They all share a common 
Ukrainian cultural heritage; at the same time, they all leave a profound 
mark, especially in the case of Gogol', on the broader Russian imperial 

1 An extended treatment of this subject, some of the highlights of which are presented 
in this article, appears in my forthcoming book, The Ukraine as Myth: A Study of 
Polish, Russian and Ukrainian Romantic Literature. 
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172 GEORGE G. GRABOWICZ 

context. They are, to some extent at least, contemporaries, and, in 
varying degree, they share a common Romantic poetics. Most obviously, 
each turns, with an almost obsessive fascination, to the same past. And 
yet, it is the profound differences in their expression of this central interest 
and in their formulation of a vision of Cossackdom that are the most 
instructive for the literary critic - and, I would submit, for the student of 
modern Ukrainian national consciousness.2 

The differences in "perspective" to which our attention is here directed 
exist on a deep level, i.e., in the very mode of apprehending and express- 
ing the subject. The level of events, of certain characterizations, of various 
formal devices, etc., may be common to all three writers, but this is a 
surface level which, for our purposes, is of secondary importance. Rather 
than dwelling, as is done so frequently (and superficially), on the given 
writer's evocation of Cossack heroism and patriotism or his literary and 
historical sources, I will focus on what I take to be more fundamental, 
that is, the basic nature of his code. For it is only by knowing the code that 
we can begin to understand the encoded contents. 

In terms of such a code, the differences between them are indeed 
crucial. In the critical tradition, the writings of Gogol', Sevcenko, and 
Kulis have at various times been called historical, and all three authors' 
depictions of the Cossack past have been variously considered examples 
of historical fiction.3 I submit, however, that in Gogol' and Sevcenko 

2 The fact that Gogol' wrote in Russian and is generally considered a Russian writer is 
not, to my mind, an instance of just such a basic difference. This, as I have argued 
elsewhere ("Toward a History of Ukrainian Literature," Harvard Ukrainian Studies 1, 
no. 4 [December 1977]:520-23 and passim), does not in and of itself divorce Gogol' 
from Ukrainian literature. In various periods of its history, Ukrainian literature has 
been bilingual (relying also on Polish and Russian), and in the first half of the 
nineteenth century, virtually all Ukrainian writers, including Sevcenko and KuliS, 
wrote as much, or even more, in Russian as they did in Ukrainian; this does not make 
these writings, or these writers, any less a part of Ukrainian literature. At the same 
time, I am not arguing that the very fact of being born Ukrainian makes Gogol' a 
Ukrainian writer. The issue is rather that literature- any literature - is a reflection and 
an emanation of a culture; in Gogol"s case, his writings, especially his "Ukrainian 
stories, Vedera na xutore bliz Dikan'ki and Mirgorod, are profoundly rooted in 
Ukrainian culture and its various traditions (and indeed, as critical practice has tended 
to show, are rather incomprehensible outside that context) and for that reason he 
should be considered- at the very least in his early writings - a Russian and a 
Ukrainian writer. On the other hand, the given writer's conscious formulation of his 
national identity- in Gogol' 's case, his claim of having both a Ukrainian and a 
Russian soul, his dvoeduSie- is important, but that is a separate subject. 
3 On Gogol', cf., for example, A. Karpenko, Narodnye istoki epiceskogo stilja iston- 
ceskix povestej N. V. Gogol/a (Cernivci, 1961), orS. MaSinskij, Istoriëeskaja povest' 
Gogol/a (Moscow, 1940); on Sevcenko, see M. Marcenko, Istorycne mynule ukrajin- 
s'koho narodu v tvorcosti T. H. Sevcenka (Kiev, 1957), Ju. Margolis, Istoriceskie 
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what has been called history is fully and quintessential^ myth; their 
structures of conceptualization and narrative composition, and the cog- 
nitive values they impart, are mythical, not rational-historical. Kulis, in 
contrast, was indeed a writer of historical fiction, and, for that matter, 
also a historian in the strict or academic sense. But this, too, must be 
qualified, for the actual, determining feature of his perspective on the 
Cossack past is not "merely" historical, but a historicist debunking of 
myth, specifically of Sevcenko's myth. Rather than confining himself to 
an objectivist stance, or to the correction of errors and "sins" against 
historical truth, Kulis constructs nothing short of a program which is not 
only rationalistic, but militantly anti-mythical. In intrinsic terms, the 
difference between Gogol' and Sevcenko, on the one hand, and Kulis, on 
the other, is the difference between symbolic and rational thought. 

As I use it here, myth is not only a narrative that tells a "sacred," deep, 
and abiding - and intrinsically unverifiable - "truth," but also a com- 
plete, closed, symbolic system. A myth is always telling us something 
essential about the cultural reality; its purpose may be explanatory or 
normative, i.e., as a prescription for, or a reinforcement of, existing social 
structures; in either case, it is an attempt to grasp the totality of a given set 
of phenomena by non-rational, symbolic means. In this reliance on the 
symbolic and the affective also lies the great power of myth. In its basic 
functioning myth moves, as Lévi-Strauss has argued, from structure to 
event, that is, a basic relationship or "truth" may generate any number of 
plot lines, events, or characters.4 The structure in question is both psycho- 
logical (personal) and collective (universal), which is to say that the myth 
articulated by an individual writer is a mediation between personal and 
collective thought. (Anonymous, i.e., primitive or classical myth, on the 
other hand, is purged of the personal element in the retelling; it becomes 
worn down and polished, like a pebble by the waves of the sea, so that 
only the essence of collective thinking remains.) 

* * 

Gogol', as we know, tried his hand at writing a history of the Ukraine, but 

vzgljady T. G. Sevcenka (Leningrad, 1964), or ¡storycni pohljady T. H. $evcenka,ed. 
I. Ó. Hurzij et al. (Kiev, 1964). In the case of KuliS the question seems self-evident; cf. 
B. Nejman, "KuliS i Val'ter Skott," Pantelejmon Kulis: Ukrajins'ka akademija nauk, 
Zbirnyk istoryöno-filolohiönoho viddilu, vol. 53 (Kiev, 1927), pp. 127-56. 4 See Claude Lévi-Strauss, "The Structural Study of Myth," in Myth: A Symposium, 
ed. Thomas A. Sebeok (Bloomington, 1972), pp. 81-106; and idem, The Savage Mind 
(Chicago, 1966). 
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174 GEORGE G. GRABOWICZ 

he quickly abandoned the project, suggesting that the reason lay in his 
disappointment with the available chronicles.5 But it is clear that history 
- whether written or taught - was quite uncongenial to him. Its very 
nature required a reasoned exposition of events, causes, dates, etc., 
whereas Gogol' passionately wanted to convey the totality of the past, 
with all its emotional states and experiences. In fact, he wished to make 
the past contemporaneous, timeless - and this can be done only in the 
symbolic system of a myth. 

Such a myth, encompassing both the past and the present, is given in 
Gogol' 's Ukrainian stories of Dikan'ka and Mirgorod. No one story gives 
a full statement of the myth, but when they are superimposed and 
ordered, a coherent world results, i.e., a world which, despite its comedy 
and exuberant activity, is in decline and moving toward decrepitude. It is 
a world, as we see from the story "Zakoldovanoe mesto," that is sus- 
pended in an abnormal state, where almost everything is ultimately "ne 
tak." Taking the stories cumulatively, it is a world that is "cursed" or, 
more precisely, in the process of transition.6 That world's full meaning 
- especially with reference to the past and to Cossackdom - can best be 
seen by looking more closely at the longest story of the two cycles, Taras 
Bul'ba. 

In many respects Taras Bul'ba is the most revealing exposition of 
Gogol"s myth of the Ukraine; it is also a work that is almost universally 
misunderstood. In the pre-Revolutionary and Soviet periods, it was read 
-and indeed still is today- as a sublime statement of patriotism, sacri- 
fice for the fatherland, bravery, friendship, and genuine democratic hero- 
ism. At the same time, it is taken as historically true, in fact, as a higher 
synthesis of history. In short, the story is perceived precisely as a myth 
- as something that is both ideal and true. What is most striking, how- 
ever, is that such perceptions have become established not only in the 
popular, but also in the Soviet scholarly opinion. There, of course, it is 
called "history,"not "myth,"as we see in this statement from a representa- 
tive study: 
The power of Gogol"s novel lies not in the creation of a concrete historical event 
or figure, etc., but in the fact that it could include highly important features typical 

5 See his letter to Sreznevskij of 6 March 1834, in N. V. Gogol', Polnoe sobranie 
socinenij (hereafter PSS), vol. 10 (Moscow, 1952), pp. 298-99. See also George S. N. 
Luckyj, Between Gogol' and Sevcenko (Munich, 1971), p. 1 1 1 and passim. 
6 Abnormality, suspension of the normal laws of existence, or, metaphorically 
speaking, the quality of being "cursed," are precisely the defining features of what 
Victor Turner, and Van Gennep before him, call "liminality," i.e., the central phase of 
an individual's or a group's rite of passage; cf. below. 
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of the life of the whole epoch of the National Liberation struggle of the Ukrainian 
people against the "Polish Yoke." Nalyvajko and Pavljuk, Taras Trjasylo and 
Ostrjanycja could recognize themselves in Taras Bul'ba. . . . And in this lies the 
greatest triumph of the realistic historicism of the artist.7 

The classical features of myth, its totality and yet factual indefiniteness, 
are taken as aspects of "realistic historicism." (This tendency to blend the 
real and the "ought to be," one might add, is characteristic of the pre- 
secularized nature of official Soviet thought in general, not only of its 
literary criticism.) 

To state it most succinctly, the myth in Taras Bul'ba presents the 
flowering of Cossack strength, the emergence of conflict, and the passing 
of the Cossack "spirit" into immortality and a new sphere. As in Gogol' 's 
other Ukrainian works, the basic structure here is founded on dualism 
and constitutes a rite of passage in the form of initiation.8 

The most basic dichotomy for Gogol' is between man and woman, and 
upon it he builds the further distinction between the settled and the 
Cossack way of life.9 These are presented at the very beginning, as soon as 
Taras Bul'ba's sons come home from Kiev. The difference between the 
male and the female world is immediately signalled on a level close to 
Gogol"s heart - in the choice of food. Thus, as they prepare to welcome 
their children, Taras tells his wife: "Ne nuzno pampusek, medovikov, 
makovnikov i drugix pundikov; tasci nam vsego barana, kozu davaj, 
medy sorokaletye! Da gorelki pobol'se, ne s vydumkami gorelki, s izju- 
mom i vsjakimi vytreben'kami, a cistoj, pennoj gorelki . . ." (p. 43). 10 

(The contrast, one might add, with the gamut of confitures and recherche 
brandies of the old-world landowners, the Tovstogubs, could not be 
greater.) The dichotomy extends to other habits, as well: thus while the 
women (and the peasants) sleep in their houses, Taras and his sons sleep 
outside under the stars. The issue is fully dramatized when Taras Bul'ba 
feels the call of the male, Cossack world: 
KaKoro AbHBOJia MHe 3#ecb >KflaTb? Mto6 a craji rpenicoceeM, ¿jomobo^om, 
rjiH^eTb 3a OBuaMH na. 3a CBHHbHMH /ja õaÕHTbca c aceHoñ? fla npona^H OHa: a 
KO3aK, He xony! (p. 45) 

7 MaSinskij, Istoriceskqja povest' Gogol ja, p. 137. 
8 This is true of various mythical treatments of the Ukraine, e.g., Rzewuski's Zaporo- 
zec or, especially, Slowacki's Sen srebrny Salomei; cf. The Ukraine as Myth. 
9 Cf. his "Vzgljad na sostavlenie Malorossii," published in the Arabesques, with the 
subtitle "A Fragment from the History of the Ukraine. Volume I, Book 1, Chapter 1." 
This is all that ever appeared of GogoPs planned work in "six small or four large 
volumes." 
10 PSS, vol. 2 (1948), pp. 43. All subsequent page references in the text are to this 
edition. 
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And this, in turn, becomes a general call to arms in the words of an 
archetypal esaul; significantly, that call asserts the Cossack life and 
negates the settled world: 
3h Bbi, nHBHHKH, ôpoBapHHKHÎ nojiHO BaM iiHBO BapHTb, ¿ja BajiHTbCH no 
3aneHbHM, Aa KopMHTb cbohm MCHpHbiM TejioM Myx! dynaiiTe cjiaBbi pbiijap- 
CKOH h necTH AOÕHBaTbCfl! Bbi, njiyrapH, rpenicoceH, OBijenacbi, 6a6ojiK)6bi! 
nojiHO BaM 3a ruiyroM xoAHTb, ßß. nanicaTb b 3eMJie cboh »ejiTbie neõoTbi, jià 
noAÖHpaTbCH K >KHHKaM h ryÓHTb cHjiy pbiuapcKypo! Ilopa ßocraBaTb KO3aijKOH 
cjiaBbi! (p. 47) 

And we are told that just as Taras breaks up the pots and pans and bottles 
in his house (and this, we remember, was precisely the universe of Afa- 
nasij Ivanovic and Pulxerija Ivanovna Tovstogub), so the Cossacks, too, 
break the tools of their trade and heed the call. 

The Zaporozhian Sich at which they arrive is the epitome of the 
Cossack world. It is characterized by revelry and violence (e.g., the attack 
on the Jews) , by the liberating ritual of the dance, by self-sufficiency (e.g., 
the vignette of the Cossack darning his own shirt) - and by the absence of 
women. Moreover, it is a world unencumbered by possessions. Incontrasi 
to Ivan Ivanovic Perepenko, the character in "The Two Ivans" who has 
everything, all the Cossacks' belongings are communal; in contrast to the 
distant relative of the Tovstogubs who goes to market to compare prices 
and never spends more than a ruble, we are told that the Zaporozhians 
"nikogda ne ljubili torgovat'sja, a skol'ko ruka vynula iz karmana deneg, 
stol'ko i piatili" (p. 66). 

The distinction betwen the Cossack world and that of the settled toilers 
is only the first of the dichotomies, and, as we see, the principle of 
opposition extends to the Cossacks themselves. Although dispute and 
bickering accompanied the election of the kosevoj, this was but a tempor- 
ary friction, not a basic division. Such a division occurs when one half of 
the Cossacks decides to fight the Turks and the other half votes to go 
against the Poles, and it is given symbolic importance: "I vse stali pere- 
xodit' kto na pravuju, kto na levuju storonu" (p. 126). This, however, is 
but a foreshadowing of a much more ominous division. Later in the story, 
a number of Cossacks want to make peace with the Poles, but for Taras 
Bul'ba this is a betrayal of a sacred cause: "Ej, getman i polkovniki! 

" he 
shouts, tearing his tuft of hair, "ne sdelajte takogo bab'ego dela! ne verte 
ljaxam: prodadut psjajuxi! 

" 
(emphasis mine; p. 167). When Taras breaks 

his sword in anger and frustration, his act symbolizes the division that has 
entered into the Cossack world. 

The arena for the full dramatization of division, however, is the micro- 
cosm of the family. Taras's son Andrij betrays the faith and the fatherland 
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for the love of a Polish woman. But the love itself is a functional, 
"manipulative" element: as such it corresponds to various tried plot 
devices (such as, for example, the Scottian device of lovers separated by a 
siege).11 On the deeper level, Andrij's rejection of the Cossack cause is a 
movement toward the world of women, "family," and personal values; it 
is treason on all levels, as Andrij himself says: 
Kto cKa3an, hto moh 0THH3Ha YicpaíiHa? Kto rslji MHe ee b othh3hw? OTHH3Ha 
ecTb to, nero HiijeT Ayma Hama, hto MHJiee ajih Hee Beerò. OTHH3Ha moh - tu! 
Bot moh OTHH3Ha! H noHecy h 0THH3Hy chk> b cepAue MoeM, noHecy ee, noica 
CTaHeT Moero BeKy, h nocMOTpio, nycTb kto-hh6vai> h3 KO3aKOB BbipBeT ee 

orryßa! M ece, umo hu ecmb, npodaM, omdaM, noayôjiw 3a maKyto omumny! 
(emphasis mine; p. 106) 

The second major plane of the myth in Taras BuVba is that of initia- 
tion, and its success and failure, respectively, in Ostap and Andrij. As in 
so many works on the Cossack theme, the Sich is the place of initiation 
here. One's very departure for it is the first step in the passage from 
boyhood to manhood, as we see in the eloquent conclusion of chapter 1: 
"Proscajte i detstvo, i igry, i vsë, i vsë! " (p. 52). It is there that the boys 
learn the martial arts. The initiation itself, the ordeal, consists of the 
"tasks" that are presented on the field of battle, and it is here that Andrij's 
transition to the world of full manhood is reversed: he returns (with a 
woman - the Tartar servant girl) through a tunnel (!) to a woman. There 
he embraces his beloved and a life totally different from that of the 
Cossacks. His initiation is cut short, and this must inevitably lead to his 
death. Gogol' presents this quite clearly in his depiction of the fatal kiss: 
IlojiHbiH He Ha 3eMJie BKyniaeMbix nyBCTB, Ahaphh nouejioBaji b chh ÕJiaroBOH- 
Hbie ycTa, npHJibHVBiiiHe k mene ero, h He6e3OTBepTHbi õbuiH õjiaroBOHHbie ycTa. 
Ohh OTO3BajiHCb TeM ace, h b ceM oõoíoahocjihhhhom nouejiye omyTHjiocb to, 
HTO OAHH TOJlbKO pa3 B HCH3HH ¿jaeTCH HyBCTBOBaTb HCJlOBeKy. 

M norHÓ KO3aic! Ilponaji ajih Beerò KO3auKoro pwuapcTBa! (p. 107) 

That Andrij does not become a man is evident in his final moments, when 
he confronts his father on the field of the battle: "Pokorno, kak rebënok, 
siez on s konja i ostanovilsja ni ziv, ni mertv pered Tarasom"; and the 
images of his death, with utter consistency, are those of the agricultural, 
settled mode: "Kak xlebnyj kolos, podrezannyj serpom, kak molodoj 
barasek, pocujavsij pod serdcem smertel'noe zelezo, povis on golovoj i 
povalilsja na travu, ne skazavsi ni odnogo slova" (p. 144). 

Ostap, on the other hand, proceeds through his initiation to a different 
destiny. After becoming an ataman (otaman), he is captured and exe- 

11 Cf. V. Gippius, Gogol' (Leningrad, 1924; reprint, Providence, 1966), p. 73. 
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cuted in a cruel ordeal. The images of his death intentionally evoke 
association with Christ's passion on the cross, particularly in his last cry 
to his father. His ordeal is fully meaningful, however, because he becomes 
a martyr for the cause; in him, as subsequently in Taras Bul'ba himself, 
the Cossack cause will see its highest ideals, and the Orthodox faith its 
true defender. Like the Resurrected Christ, they will live on in memory 
and tradition. 

Through their sacrifice (paradigmatically, that of Ostap and Taras 
Bul'ba), the Cossacks and the Ukraine they represent pass on to a new, 
higher, and mature state. This state is more implied than elaborated, but 
as we see from the conclusion of the second redaction of Taras Bul'ba and 
from the psychological movement of the Ukrainian stories, it generally 
equals integration into the all-Russian imperial context. The rite of 
passage in Taras Bul'ba can thus be seen as a synecdoche for the entire 
myth: the Ukraine and the Cossacks in fundamental transition, passing 
through the "curse," through abnormality and "death," into a different 
mode of existence. 

* * * 

Sevcenko's perspective on the Cossack past is also mythical, indeed, more 
intensely so than Gogol"s. His so-called historical poems (as I have 
argued in detail elsewhere, and can only assert here)12 are eminently 
mythical: all the facts of history - chronology, historical figures and 
events, causes, and processes - are subordinated to a symbolic code. A 
moment from a duma can thus be as important as a fact from a historical 
source; indeed it is more important because it reveals the "holy truth" with 
which Sevcenko as myth-carrier and myth-maker is concerned. As in the 
case of Gogol', Sevcenko's vision of the Ukraine's past and present is 
couched in fundamental oppositions, and he, too, shows the Ukraine 
moving through its liminal "cursed" state into a higher reality, subsumed 
under a millenarian vision of the future. Sevcenko's oppositions differ 
from Gogol"s, however. Rather than being that of Cossack and non- 
Cossack, male and female, they are the opposition of communitas and 
structure. 

The concept of communitas and structure (i.e., society as a structured 
body) were developed by Victor Turner while discussing the rites of 

12 See especially chapter 2 of my forthcoming book, The Poet as Myth- Maker and 
Myth-Carrier: A Study of Symbolic Meaning in Sevcenko. The discussion of Sevcen- 
ko which follows is excerpted from this study. 
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passage that he takes to be a central moment in the study of culture and 
society. Turner observes 
two major "models" for human interrelatedness, juxtaposed and alternating. The 
first is of society as a structured, differentiated, and often hierarchical system of 
politico-legal-economic positions with many types of evaluation, separating men 
in terms of "more" or "less. " The second, [communitas] is of society as an unstruc- 
tured or rudimentarily structured and relatively undifferentiated comitatus, com- 
munity, or even communion of equal individuals. . . .'3 

Thus, two ideal and ideally opposite models of society are posited: on the 
one hand, the poor, the weak, the disenfranchised, the margins of society; 
on the other, the rich and the powerful, the world of rank and authority. 

The opposition of communitas and structure clearly models Sevcenko's 
concept of the Ukraine of his day. His metaphoric formulation of the 
Ukraine in many poems is precisely that of a weeping widow, indeed a 
blind cripple, abandoned and mistreated by her sons. But because his 
vision is essentially synchronie, not historical, mythic, not causal, the past 
is also modeled by this opposition, and the Ukrainian body politic, 
specifically Cossackdom itself, is split, like the Ukraine of the present, 
between communitas and structure. The task of the poet as myth-carrier 
is to resolve the opposition, first by divining and expounding the deep 
meaning of this conflict and then by mediating it. 

For Sevcenko, therefore, the Cossacks are both communitas and struc- 
ture; paradoxically, to him they exemplify both the "native" values of 
freedom, equality, and emotional spontaneity, and the "foreign" features 
of authority, hierarchy, and power. In one sense, as Soviet critics are 
quick to point out, this opposition is a function of class stratification - of 
the tension between the poor rank and file, or sirjaky, and the propertied 
Cossack upper classes, or starsyna and karmazyny - as well as of Sevcen- 
ko's clear identification, as Kulis was perhaps the first to observe, with the 
former.14 Mythical thought, however, is not reducible to rational, socio- 

13 Victor Turner, The Ritual Process (Chicago, 1969), p. 96. 
14 In an unsigned autobiographical article ("Zizn' Kulisa," Pravda, 1868, no. 24) 
Kulis describes his first meeting with Sevcenko in this manner: 

KuliS did not quite like Sevcenko for his cynicism; he put up with his eccentrici- 
ties for the sake of his talent. Sevéenko, on the other hand, did not like Kulis's 
aristocratism. . . . Kulis loved cleanliness around his tidy person; he loved order in 
things and time; his ear was like that of a maiden, nobody ever heard him use foul 
language. It would be possible to say that this was a meeting between the lowland 
Cossack from the Sich and a rich city Cossack. Indeed they were representatives 
of both parts of Cossackdom. Sevéenko represented the Right-Bank Cossacks 
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political distinctions: the very fact that Cossackdom, which for Sevcenko 
was a single object of emotional apprehension, contained so profound a 
contradiction demanded that its resolution be posited on an emotional, 
i.e., symbolic, and not merely intellectual plane. 

In their "purest" (i.e., both "holiest" and least ambivalent) form the 
Cossacks are a nameless, undifferentiated collective. This is projected 
consistently and in various contexts: in their fusion into a single agent in 
scenes of battle, e.g., Hamalija or Hajdamaky, in overt statements of 
unanimity of purpose and opinion, as in the election of a Hetmán (". . . I 
odnohlasne, odnostajne/Hromada vybrala hetmana," "U nedilen'ku u 
svjatuju"); in the common bond of suffering (e.g., "Son [Komedija]"or 
"Irzavec'"); and, above all, in the ultimate equality, anonymity, and 
indeed freedom of the common grave. More than any other, the image of 
the mohyla, the burial mound "tightly packed" with the dead, serves as 
Sevcenko's key metaphor for the Cossacks and the past in general. Thus 
in "Poslanije," the poet counters the self-congratulatory claims of the 
more vapid enthusiasts of the Ukrainian past by saying that the Cossack 
glory and freedom that to their mind overshadows the glories of the 
Roman heroes, the Brutuses and Coccleses, in fact slept on heaps of "free" 
and looted Cossack corpses: 

KpoB'K) BOHa yMHBajiacb, 
A cnajia Ha Kynax, 
Ha KO3aubKHX bojii>hhx Tpynax, 
OicpaAeHHX Tpynax! 

(lines 145-48) 
In "Za bajrakom bajrak" (to which we shall return), the three hundred 
Cossacks in the common grave are called "pure as glass." But the most 
explicit presentation of the Cossack common grave as a holy sepulchre, 
virtually a temple of the ideal of communitas, occurs in "Buvaje v nevoli 
inodi zhadaju," where the poet's persona, in the guise of a child, is 
instructed by the Cossack who steps out of the mohyla and takes him in 
his arms: 

who after the treaty of Andrusovo were left without leadership and, finding 
themselves under Polish domination, fled to the Sich and from there returned to 
their landlords' estates as rebellious hajdamaky . . . anxious to smash the land- 
lords completely. KuliS was a descendant of the Cossacks who sat in council with 
the tsar's boyars, formed for Tsar Peter the Little Russian Collegium, helped 
Tsarina Catherine to write her Code and to introduce schools in place of old 
seminaries. 

Cited in Luckyj, Between Gogol' and Sevëenko, p. 146. 
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- flHBHCfl, AHTHHO, Olje KO3aKH 

(Hì6h MeHi Ka>Ke), Ha bcíh Yicpami 
Bhcokí MorHJiH. Ahbhch, ahthho, 
Yci tí MorHJiH, yci OTaici. 
HaHHHeHi HaiiiHM ÕJiaropoAHHM TpynoM, 
HaHHHeHi Tyro. Oue bojih cnHTb! 

Jlarjia BOHa cjiaBHO, Jiarjia BOHa BKyni 
3 HaMH, K03aKaMHÎ EaHHIII, HK JIOKHTb - 

HeHane cnoBHTa! . . TyT naHa HeMae, 
Y Ci MH OAHaKO Ha BOJli HCHJIH! 

Yd MH OAHaKO 3a BOJ1K) JlHrjlH, 
Yci MH i BCTaHeM, Ta 6or ñoro 3Hae, 
Kojih-to Te 6yAe. 

(lines 24-36) 
Anonymity, however, is not absolutely essential, and there are numer- 

ous instances where Cossacks are named. But these are without exception 
either legendary heroes, such as Ivan Pidkova, or the entirely fictional 
Hamalija, or the leaders of Cossack uprisings - Taras Trjasylo, Loboda, 
Nalyvajko, Ostrjanycja, and Palij - or, finally, leaders of Hajdamak 
uprisings - Honta, Zaliznjak, Svacka. All of them are rebels against 
authority, defenders of the poor and oppressed, "holy avengers," in short, 
the very incarnation of the ideal of communitas.15 Significantly, those 
Cossack leaders who are clearly representatives of structure, rather than 
rebels or avengers, and yet are presented favorably are perceived positive- 
ly by virtue of being opponents and victims of Russian imperial designs - 
most clearly, Hetmán Polubotok in "Son, "and Dorosenkoin"Zastupyla 
corna xmara" (where he is called a "Zaporozhian brother"), and implicit- 
ly, the colonel Cecel' in "Velykyj Tox" and the Zaporozhian otaman 
Hordienko in "IrzavecV Finally, the very fact of seeking to continue 
Cossack institutions, i.e., A. Holovatyj's formation of the Black Sea 
Cossack army (cf. "Slipyj"/"Nevol'nyk"), suffices to give a figure a 
positive cast.16 

But Cossackdom as a structured system, specifically its figures of 

15 Thus, too, the Cossack raids on Turkey ("Hamalija" and "Ivan Pidkova") are 
portrayed here, as in the dumy, as motivated by the desire to free captive fellow 
Cossacks rather than to obtain booty. 
16 An oblique reference to Sahajdacnyj in "Hamalija" also focuses only on his 
legendary military prowess and the (erroneous) belief that at the end of his life he 
entered a monastery; both moments, again, characterize Sahajdacnyj as one with the 
elemental Cossack ethos and not as a representative of structure. A passing reference 
to Sahajdacnyj in Hajdamaky (line 1121) refers not to the man, but to his time. 
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power and authority, presents an entirely different picture. Apart from 
Polubotok and Dorosenko, who for Sevcenko become victims of stronger 
external forces and martyrs for the common cause - thus expiating by 
misfortune their high status and, in a word, suffering status reversal - the 
Cossack hetmans are invariably depicted in dark colors.17 By far the most 
attention is given to Bohdan Xmel'nyc'kyj, who for Sevcenko (as for so 
many of his contemporaries) symbolizes the Cossack state. The poet's 
attitude toward Xmel'nyc'kyj ranges from invective and derision in such 
poems as "Jakby to ty Bohdane p"janyj" and "Za seo my ljubymo 
Bohdana" to bitter reproaches for foolishly accepting Muscovite sover- 
eignty over the Ukraine. In "Rozryta mohyla" Mother Ukraine herself 
calls him a foolish son and reproaches herself for not killing him when he 
was still an infant. In "Slipyj" his very memory is reviled in Cossack 
songs (the real-life equivalent of the pathetic personification of "Rozryta 
mohyla"), songs that contrast eloquently with the piety with which Hon- 
ta and Zaliznjak are remembered: 

I cnißajiH yflBOX co6i 

upo Hajioro CaBy, 
upo Bor^aHa HeflOMy^pa, 
Jle/janoro cHHa, 
I npo FoHTy MyneHHKa, 
ÍÍ cjiaBHoro MaKCHMa. 

(lines 655-60) 
In "Velykyj Fox" even songs about the hetmán carry a curse, for the three 
minstrels are thrashed by the Russian authorities for singing about the 
"swindler" Bohdan. Finally, in the sequel to this poem, in "Stojit' v seli 
Subotovi," the poet offers Xmel'nyc'kyj partial forgiveness, but at the 
same time elaborates on what precisely his "sin" was: above all, betraying- 
deceiving the Ukraine ("Zanapastyv jesy vbohu/Syrotu Ukrajnu"). Here, 
Xmel'nyc'kyj 's role is one with many of Sevcenko's male characters, who 
seduce and abandon or generally victimize their women; the structure of 
the relationship precisely recapitulates the pattern of inequality and vic- 

17 A partial exception is Mazepa, toward whom Sevcenko is reticent and somewhat 
ambivalent (there is only one passing reference to him in the poetry, in"Irzavec'"). On 
the manifest level, Mazepa is depicted neither positively nor negatively, but simply 
shown as fleeing with the Swedes after the battle of Poltava. Although clearly sym- 
pathizing with the Cossacks* cause against Peter 1, Sevõenko does not make the 
hetmán an incarnation ofthat anti-imperial cause (as he does Polubotok and Dorosen- 
ko), but implicitly charges him with factionalism and self-interest (cf. "Irzavec'," lines 
9-12). 
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timization found earlier in Sevcenko's depiction of the family. As so 
many of his pokrytky, the Ukraine is not only used and abandoned, but 
indeed left to suffer for the sins of the false husband-father. The words the 
poet speaks to the title characters of "Knjazna" - "Ty see budes pokutovat'/ 
Hrixy na sim sviti,/ Hrixy bat'kovi . . ." - can equally characterize the fate 
of the Ukraine after Xmel'nyc'kyj, popularly called "bat'ko Xmel'nyc'kyj." 
The second aspect of the hetman's sin reflects just as directly the essential 
nature of structured authority as it appears in Sevcenko's mythic thought: 
it is destructive of the national ethos (the metaphorical "nen'ka-Ukrajina") 
because it is basically alien to it. Ultimately structured authority is a form 
of existential absurdity, or, in Sevcenko's earthier idiom, folly. His address 
to Xmel'nyc'kyj brings this out most clearly: 

OTaice-TO, 3ÌH0BÌK), 
OjieKciÏB Apywe! 
Th Bee OAijaB npHHTejiHM. 
A im i oaH/jyace 
KaacyTb, oanmu, mo Bee to Te 
TaKH íi õyjio Hauie, 
Ilio BOHH TÍJlbKO HaHMaJlH 

TaTapaM Ha naury - 

Ta nojiHKaM . . . 

(lines 29-37) 
The wages of friendship with someone so alien as the Muscovite despot is 
becoming his and history's fool, and the fate of following generations will 
be to become a laughing stock of nations: "Tak smijutsja z Ukrajiny/ 
Storonniji ljudy!" 

The refrain of Xmel'nyc'kyj's folly runs through Sevcenko's depictions 
of the hetmán,18 but it must be seen as part of a much broader dialectical 
set of Wisdom/ Folly (or True Wisdom/ False Wisdom) that constitutes 
the metaphysical essence, as it were, of the communitas/ structure opposi- 
tion. For it is the nature of structure, of the representatives of hierarchy 
and authority - be they the Russian tsar and the imperial apologists, or 
the biblical Saul, or Xmel'nyc'kyj with his plans, or indeed Sevcenko's 

18 Thus, for example, the four-line poem "Za seo my ljubymo Bohdana" (which, 
along with "Jakby to ty Bohdane p"janyj," is usually omitted in the popular Soviet 
editions of Sevcenko): 

3a mo MH jik)6hmo BoryjaHa? 
3a Te, mo MOCKajii ñoro 3a6yjiH, 
Y JXypHi HÍMHHKH OÕyjlH 
BejiHKOMVAporo reTbMaHa. 
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fellow Ukrainians, the gentlemen-fanciers of German Idealism and other 
fashionable theories19 - to place their faith in reason and power and the 
existing order. But in the true, transcendent order of things this is mere 
folly. In fact, it is the apparent folly of the Holy Fool (the jurodyvyj) and 
the prophet (indeed the kobzar, as well), and the untutored heart of the 
common man - in a word, the truth of communitas - that will ulti- 
mately be vindicated. The most fervent expression of this occurs when the 
poet, echoing Isaiah and Jeremiah, exhorts his noble countrymen to 
"Stop and become human": 

CxaMeHiTbca! õyzjbTe jtioah, 
Bo jiHxo BaM 6yfle. 

yMHHTeca! o6pa3 õohchh 
BarHOM He cKBepmTe. 
He AypiTe AÍTeñ BauíHx, 
Il^O BOHH Ha CBÍTÍ 
Ha Te TÜibKo, mo6 naHyßaTb . . . 
Bo HeBHeHe oko 
3arnHHe ïm b caiviy Ayiuy 
Fjihõoko! rjiHÕOKo! 
,H,03HaK)TbCH HeõoacaTa, 
Mhh Ha Bac iiiKypa, 
Ta h 3ac5myTb, i npeMyApHx 
HeMyzjpi OAypHTb! 

("Poslanije," lines 63-64 and 79-90) 
As with Xmel'nyc'kyj, the hierarchy of Cossackdom, over the course of 

history, is depicted as both foolish and destructive. Hetmán Samojlovyc 
is simply called "stupid," and Kyrylo Rozumovs'kyj, with his Council of 
Elders, are powdered lackeys, dogs licking the slippers of Catherine II; 
Ivan Skoropads'kyj is called a "stupid hetmán" merely in passing, in the 
course of Sevcenko's excoriation of one of his "degenerate" descendants.20 

19 Cf. "Poslanije," lines 91-99: 
JIkõh bh BHHjiHCb TaK, JiK Tpeõa, 
To h MyApocTb 6h õyjia cboh. 
A to 3ajii3eTe Ha He6o: 
«I MH He MH, i H He 51, 
I Bee Te 6aHHB, i Bee 3Haio, 
HeMa Hi neKJia, aHi paw, 
HeMae ñ 6ora, TijibKO h! 
Ta KyuHH HÍMeub y3JioBaTHH, 
A 6ijibUJ HÍKoro! . .» 

20 Cf. "Zastupyla corna xmara": "Iz-za Dnipra napyraje- / Durnyj Samojlovyc" 
(lines 7-8); or in "Slipyj": "Kyrylo z starsynamy/Pudrom osypalys'/ 1 v caryci, mov 
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The judgments on Cossack structure as a collective entity are somewhat 
more developed, but no less categorical. To be sure, in the first of these, in 
the opening lines of "Svjato v Cyhyryni" in Hajdamaky, the tone is one of 
lament at the passing of Cossack glory rather than of condemnation of 
any agent of this decline. In "Poslanije," however, this condemnation 
becomes articulated in the sharpest invective that modern Ukrainian 
literature had yet seen: 

. . . ocb mo 
Baiui cjiaBHi BpyTH: 

PaÕH, nOAHOHCKH, rpíttb MOCKBH, 

BapmaBCbKe cmítth - Baiili náHH, 
flCHOBeJlbMOHCHiï TeTbMaHH. 

(lines 159-63) 
Or, again, in one of the last poems, "Buvaly vojny i vijs'koviji svary," he 
enumerates the famous names of the Cossack upper class in the plural, as 
so much worthless "stuff: 

ByBaJIH BOHHH H BÌHCbKOBÌl CBapH! 
FajiaraHH, i KHcejii, i Konyôeï-Haraï - 

Eyjio floõpa Toro HHMajio. 

MHHyjio Bee, Ta He nponajio, 
OcTajiHCb iiiauiejii 

(lines 1-5) 
The reason for Sevcenko's judgment is clear: after the dissolution of 

Cossackdom, most of its elite, the starsyna, became incorporated into the 
Russian imperial serf-owning nobility, while the rank and file Cossack 
- their former brothers - became their serfs. Outrage at this obscene 
dissolution and perversion of the original ideal order, of the "golden age," 
which invariably is postulated in mythical thought - with Sevcenko's 
thought no exception - is expressed in a great number of his poems, both 
in conscious, polemical-ideological excoriations of the existing system 
(cf., for example, "Poslanie" or "P.S.") and in various symbolic construc- 
tions. As stark as it is, however, this inversion of the Cossack ideal, from 
freedom and equality to total power for some and slavery for others, is for 
Sevcenko only the narrower case of a universal curse hanging over 
mankind, which is man's unbridled drive to control and oppress his fellow 
man, to establish structure over communitas. Thus, "Saul," the poem that 
traces the origins of structure and authority (which, nota bene, is shown 

sobaky,/ Patynky Iyzaly" (lines 625-28); or in "P.S.": "Sõyryj pan,/ Potomok het'ma- 
na durnoho,/ 1 prezavzjatyj patriot" (lines 12-14). 
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as coming from Satan himself: "Az os' lyxyj carja nese/Z zakonamy, z 
mecem, z katamy, Z knjazjamy, temnymy rabamy . . ."), ends with 
apparent bleak pessimism: 

. . . Tope! Tope! 
flpi6HÍK)Tb jilote Ha 3eMJii, 
PocTyTb i BHCHTbCH uapi! 

(lines 110-12) 
The most pointed expression of this conflict in the Cossack world, i.e., 

in the Ukrainian past as such, is the sin of fratricide, which stands as a 
direct parallel to the "crimes against nature" - parricide, infanticide, 
incest - that occur, with much insistence, within the timeframe of the 
present. The first intimation of this is given in "Son" (Hory moji vysokiji) : 
"Upyvalys' i cuzoji/i svojeji krovi" ([and they, the Cossacks] were drunk 
with foreign/ and their own blood). There is, however, a more extensive 
elaboration, remarkable for both its power and explicitness. In the prison 
cycle poem "Za bajrakom bajrak" (1847), Sevcenko presents an old 
Cossack rising at night from the burial-mound to walk the steppe and sing 
a sorrowful song, and then, at the cock's third crow, to sink back into his 
grave. Its setting, the direct communion with the mohyla, is already an 
unfailing sign of the utmost seriousness of its message, and the Cossack's 
"song," the heart of the poem, is indeed a central statement: 

- HaHOCHJIH 3eMJli, 
Ta h flOflOMy niiiijiH, 
I hìxto He 3raAae. 
HaC TVT TpHCTa, HK CKJIO! 

ToBapHCTBa jiarjio! 
I 3eMjia He npHHMae. 
$ík 3anpoAaB reTbMaH 
Y apMO XpHCTHHH, 
Hac nocjiaB noraHHTH. 

Ilo CBoiñ no 3eMJii 
CbOK) KpOB pO3JlHJlH 
I 3api3ajiH 6paTa. 
KpoBi 6paTa BnmiHCb 
I OTyT nojiarjiH 
y Monuii 3aKJi$rriñ. - 

(lines 8-22) 
In consequence of the sin of spilling their brothers' blood, the Cossacks 
are cursed by the very earth's refusing to accept them and, even more, by 
the fact that they will not live on in collective memory, that "no one 
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remembers. "The tension, the contradiction, in the Cossack phenomenon 
is again evoked in the paradox that despite their sin and the apparent 
consequent curse, they are still called "pure as glass." One the one hand, 
this recapitulates the conflict of communitas and structure on the mani- 
fest social level, for it is the hetmán himself who orders them to this deed; 
the poem re-evokes the social conflict in the past, the "sinful" flaw in the 
social order, and as such parallels Sevcenko's rational and "ideological" 
imperative, stated in so many earlier poems (particularly of the "Try lita" 
period), to ponder and discern the true meaning of the nation's past. But 
the poem also has a deeper symbolic level, for it is at the same time an 
elaboration of the Cossacks' relationship to death, or, more specifically, 
to their existential status on the borderline of life and death. 

Throughout Sevcenko's poetry the image of the Cossack is almost 
invariably linked with the image of the grave, the mohyla. Most obviously 
and generally, this signifies that the Cossacks are now dead and in the 
past, as we see in the oft-cited opening lines of "Ivan Pidkova": 

ByjlO KOJIHCb - B YKpaiHi 
PeBÙiH rapMaTH; 
Byjio KOjiHCb - 3anopo3ui 
Bmíjih naHOBaTH. 
IlaHOBajiH, AoõyBajiH 
I cjiaBy, i BOjiK); 
MhHVJIOCH - OCTaJlHCH 
MorHjiH Ha nojii. 

(lines 1-8) 
Moreover, as the examples noted above show, the common grave of the 
mohyla exemplifies communitas and hence, for Sevcenko, the sacredness 
inherent in Cossackdom. But beyond this lies the question of mythical 
function. As various references in the corpus indicate, and the poems "Za 
bajrakom bajrak" and "Buvaje v nevoli inodi zhadaju" make eminently 
clear, the Cossacks and the Cossack grave (mohyla) constitute one mythic- 
semantic unit, a unit whose primary function is that of ritual revitaliza- 
tion. This is the ritual of the graves that is found in practically all cultures, 
but which is particularly stressed in moments of deprivation and crisis, as 
in various millenarian movements; it is a turning to the past to find the 
collective (or "national") strength for continued existence, a turning to 
the dead to insure life, in a word, the vitalization of the future through the 
past. The Cossacks thus function as a remarkably resonant mediator 
between the past and the future, between life and death. Like all mythical 
mediations between opposing categories, they assume a preternatural 
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existence.21 They are the living-dead. The demonic aspect of this mode is 
amply reflected in various folkloric versions of Cossacks as sorcerers 
{xarakternyky) who traffic with dark forces.22 But in Sevcenko - unlike 
in Gogol' whose Cossack and non-Cossack Ukrainian worlds are shown 
in radical opposition, with each seeing the other as demonic - the Cos- 
sacks' demonic side is largely muted. In Hajdamaky, the demonic features 
of Honta are on the one hand attributable to surface (Byronic) conven- 
tion, and on the other clearly counterbalanced by his designation as a holy 
martyr. The unquestionably demonic Mykyta in "Tytarivna" is given a 
blurred identity as he becomes a Cossack-panyc.23 And only once, in 
"Xustyna," is a Cossack actually identified as a xarakternyk. In fact, for 
Sevcenko the Cossacks serve a different function. They are, above all, 
carriers of a profound truth, which is that of an ideal - i.e., free, equal and 
harmonious - earlier existence of the Ukraine. Indeed, in a manner char- 
acteristic of mythical thought, the carrier is the message itself: the Cos- 
sacks - as the Cossack communitas, of course - are the Ukrainian past, 
and the Ukrainian past is the Cossacks. The two categories are made 
equal and co-extensive and no other "historical" Ukrainian past is posited 
by Sevcenko. (This is also appropriate in another, very concrete sense: the 
Cossacks are the only ones to have a past, for the peasant world - the 
other aspect of Ukrainian communitas - is timeless, in effect the world of 
nature, an eternal vegetative cycle. And this is brought out most clearly in 
the short lyric "Oj coho ty pocornilo ....") Het'manscyna, the Cossack 
period (not the territory) , is consistently depicted not as a state, a political 
or social order, the rule of any given hetmán, but as a form of ideal 
existence; in "Son" (Hory moji vysokiji) this is made explicit as the old 
man (a clear projection of the poet himself) speaks of it in one breath as 
"God's paradise" (bozyj raj). Unquestionably, Sevcenko sees the Ukraine 
of the past as an ideal and as an existential, not political, category. 

21 "'Mediation' (in this sense) is always achieved by introducing a third category 
which is 'abnormal' or 'anomalous1 in terms of 'rational' categories. Thus myths are full 
of fabulous monsters, incarnate gods, virgin mothers. This middle ground is abnormal, 
non-natural, holy. It is typically the focus of all taboo and ritual observance. "Edmund 
R. Leach, "Genesis as Myth," in Myth and Cosmos (Garden City, 1 967), p. 4. 
22 Living-dead heroes are the subject of P. Revjakin's "Sblizenija i sledy. Entrückte 
Helden, Lycari nevmyraky," Osnova, January 1 862. 
23 Mykyta is the quintessential demon-lover. He departs for a long journey, and the 
phrase used here ("V daleku dorohu/Pisov sobi") is also an idiomatic reference to 
death. His behavior when he returns is demonic in the conventional sense: he seduces a 
girl, kills his bastard child, and puts the blame on the unfortunate mother, who is then 
killed by the community. At the end- a compleat vampire- he is fated to live on 
forever as a Satan-man and to seduce girls. 
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Similarly, for him the Cossacks are a mythical, not a historical phenome- 
non. Not only are they not presented historically, their reason for being is 
not simply to embody the past and its glory, but to reveal the innermost 
truths about Ukrainian existence and to serve as a touchstone on which to 
base an ideal future. As we see with great clarity in "Buvaje v nevoli,"they 
appear from beyond the grave embodying the sacred revelation of what 
the Ukraine was and what it can be. In the fallen and ignoble present, the 
full meaning of this message - the secret of the "great vault" (yelykyj 
I'ox) that is the Ukraine and the mohyly that are Cossackdom - is known 
only to the poet. His prophetic task is to pass it on, to inculcate it upon the 
hearts of his countrymen. In this task lies the function of the myth-carrier. 

* * 

In sharp contrast to Gogol' and Sevcenko, Kulis fundamentally challenges 
the mythical perspective on the Cossack past. Both Gogol' and Sevcenko 
show the Cossack past through mythical oppositions: for Gogol', the 
opposition was between the Cossack and the non-Cossack (male and 
female) aspects of Ukrainian society, and for Sevcenko, it was between 
communitas and structure. The resolutions of their oppositions, while 
quite different, are also mythical. For Gogol' resolution occurs, on the 
one hand, in the final decrepitude and collapse of the Cossack Ukraine 
that we see in such stories as the "Two Ivans" and "The Old-World 
Landowners" and also in the author-narrator's flight to Petersburg, to 
Russia; on the other, it happens with the transition of the old Ukraine into 
a new imperial Russian framework, where the Cossacks - as we see at the 
end of Taras Bul'ba - become a foreshadowing of imperial Russian Or- 
thodox power. For Sevcenko the resolution is contained in a millenarian 
vision of a new, holy, and just order: "I na onovlenij zemli/ Vraha ne bude, 
supostata/A bude syn i bude maty/ 1 budut' ljudy na zemli." Kulis, 
however, does not allow himself such visions. Instead, he proposes an 
entirely different, rationalistic, and ultimately positivistic program. 

To be sure, in his earliest phase Kulis, like his contemporaries, is still 
quite enthralled by ethnographic-folkloristic models and their implicit 
metaphoric, affective, and, of course, collective thinking. His first work in 
this mode, Ukrajina (published in 1843), is an attempt to reconstruct an 
epic poem covering Ukrainian history from its beginnings to the time of 
Xmel'nyc'kyj. Consciously invoking the Homeric epos as an ideal type 
and model (and perhaps also the model of Ossian), Kulis uses various 
dumy that he had heard and collected, elaborates on them, and fills in 
gaps with his own dumy. This co-creation, blending the individual and 
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collective, is quite in keeping with Romantic poetics, but already has one 
significant departure: his emphasis in the preface on historical complete- 
ness. Where Gogol' and Sevcenko work with the structure of oppositions 
to symbolically convey the deep, concealed essence of the Ukrainian 
condition, the "holy truth" about its terrible "sin" or "curse," where all of 
Sevcenko's so-called historical poems are always at most metahistory 
(i.e., not a statement of what happened, but what it all meant), Kulis is 
here already concerned with recapturing the past in a plenitude of causal 
sequences of events. 

Kulis's next period of creativity culminated with the publication in 
1857 of Coma rada, his major artistic work and the first Ukrainian 
historical novel. During this time he was guided, on the one hand, by his 
interest in the historical novel as modeled by Sir Walter Scott, and on 
the other, even more decisively, by his immersion (largely under the 
influence of the Polish literary critic and writer Michal Grabowski) in 
archival and antiquarian research. Coma rada could not stand in sharper 
contrast to the vision of the Cossack past of either Sevcenko or Gogol', 
specifically the latter's Taras Bul'ba, against which Kulis consciously 
measures himself. The novel does indeed try, and quite successfully, to 
capture the color, the spirit, and the turmoil of the Cossack Ukraine, but it 
does so not through symbolic and mythical constructs, but through an 
artistic equivalent of rational, historical analysis. His focus is above all on 
the delineation of social forces, on the dynamics, values, and aspirations 
of social groups; in this respect Viktor Petrov is quite correct in calling it 
the first Ukrainian social novel.24 It is certainly the first Ukrainian work to 
see the Cossack past as history, for it perceives the past not in terms of 
emotionally charged absolutes, not as "holy truth" (as Sevcenko did) , but 
as a complex and rationally knowable process. Although it is very much a 
product of Romantic poetics, especially as regards the concern for local 
color, family history, and above all the utilization of the patterns and 
devices of the Scottian novel, Coma rada already points to a post- 
Romantic stance. At the core of this new system of values is a belief in the 
primacy of reason directed at social and cultural analysis. It is most 
indicative that the novel's epilogue is a calm, balanced, and extremely 
insightful inquiry into the interrelation of Russian and Ukrainian litera- 
ture. 

In the years following the appearance of Corna rada, Kulis comes out 

24 Viktor Petrov, "Coma racla, jak roman socijaFnyj," in Literatura, Zbirnvk persvj 
(Kiev, 1928), pp. 29 37. 
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with a number of important historical studies, ranging from the short to 
the voluminous.25 His guiding principle is to reevaluate all misconcep- 
tions ("myths" in the popular sense) that have accreted to his fellow 
countrymen's understanding of their past. The central issue is balance 
and perspective, as he says in an opening passage of his projected but not 
completed overall history of the Ukraine: 
As I begin writing a history of the Ukraine 1 must [try to] please my fellow 
countrymen, who love and respect their homeland. But what if they do not find 
here what they have become accustomed to in their books? We have become used 
to looking at the history of the Ukraine through our Cossackdom and to turn all 
our historical writing around the Cossacks. But meanwhile, Cossackdom itself 
was only a rich flower and sometimes a prickly thistle in the midst of our wild 
steppe. Apart from the Cossacks, many other things grew on our home ground, 
and all that which grew, bloomed, died and was born again in another guise, all 
that constitutes the history of our Ukraine. Thus I have to consider equally each 
force which battled other forces, and especially care for what was done in the past 
to affect the present, and what came down to us. We must not look at the past 
through Cossackdom, but from the distant past to the more recent past, and in 
that to also study the Cossacks.26 

In time these views became sharply polemical. Kulis came to see the 
Cossacks (and even more so the hajdamaky)as an unequivocally destruc- 
tive, anarchic force, creators of the "Great Ruin" that the Ukraine became 
at the end of the seventeenth century. Concurrently, in his poetry, which 
he resumed writing only after the death of Sevcenko, Kulis engaged in a 
twofold program that is both an elaboration and an exorcism of Sevcen- 
ko's legacy. His first concern, dating back to his earlier contacts with 
Sevcenko, and the help and advice that he offered him, was with con- 
tinuing and expanding Sevcenko's essential message, which proclaimed 
the reborn dignity, power, and creative potential of a nation. His second 
concern, even while conceived by Kulis as complementary, came to be 
seen by many as nothing less than a treacherous and scurrilous attack on 
Sevcenko. For what Kulis does, especially in the collections Xutorna 
poezija and Dzvin, is to charge Sevcenko with becoming a spokesman 
and an apologist for destruction and ruin; in Kulis's view, the Bard 
became enthralled to a blind and bloodthirsty muse, as he has Sevcenko 
himself admit in the poem "Z toho svitu" {Dzvin): 

25 For example, Xmel'nyccyna and Vyhovscyna in 1861, and especially Istorija 
vossoedinenija Rusi (1874 and 1877) and Otpadenie Malorossiiot Pol 'si (1888-89 and 
1890). 
26 "Istorija Ukrajiny od najdavnijsyx casiv," in Tvory Pan tele/mona Kulisa, vol. 6 
(Lviv, 1910), p. 7. 
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fl 6yB co6i nHHHH, a 6a6a Tajiajiañica 
Be3KOCTHM H3HK0M CBOÏM MCHe ApOHHJia, 
I rojiOBy Mem, nonaBiiiH 3 HaJiHBaHKa, 
BHCOKOCJiaBHHMH repOHMH HaÕHJia. 

I ßOBejia MeHe aac ao hohcíb cbBHneHHX, 
JXO ToHTH, mÓ flÏTeH nopÍ3aB KaTeJlHKÍB, 
JJ,o npaBocjiaBHoï PyÏHH aïji CKa>KeHHx, 
1U.Ó HHMH nHHAHMOCb npOMÍ>K 3CMHHX H3HKÍB. 

(lines 1-8) 
Kulis's personal attitude toward Sevcenko is more sorrowful than angry, 

but his condemnation of Sevcenko's heroes, his common Cossacks and 
hajdamaky, and with it his belief in their "holy cause," is implacably 
severe. As he says in a poem directed to Sevcenko, "the last Cossack 
minstrel" ("Ostan'n'omu kobzarevi kozac'komu"; also in Dzvin): 

He nojiHHce, Kaaceiu, cjiaBa . . . 

Hi, KoÕ3apK), 6paTe! 

ripoKjiHjia CBoe KO3airrBO 

YKpaiHa MaTH. 

3apo6ÍTKOM pO36HLUaUbKHM 
FopAysaTH cTajia, 

I noeMH raiÎAaMaubKi 

EpexHHMH Ha3Bajia. 

Bce-)K 60 B HHX 6yjia oMaHa: 

Bona, necTb, HHuapcTBO, 
3a mo CbBÍTOM KOHOTHJIO 

Be3 nyTH KO3auTBo. 

BOJlfl - HHLLJHTb 3eMJlK) naHCbKy, 
MeCTb - JlíOACH AypHTH 

A JTHUapCTBO - XpHCTiflHCbKy 
KpOB piHKaMH HHTH. 

(lines 29-44) 
The only other thing that can draw so much of his scorn are the glorifiers 
of the "Ruin," the apologists of bloodshed and vengeance whom Kulis 
collectively addresses as "hajdamak scribblers." Perhaps their greatest 
sin, in his eyes, is their total distortion of Sevcenko's legacy: 

B ÍMH HOrO CbBHTe, 
Ha copoM YicpaiHH, 
Bh õpexHi njieTeTe 
upo ÕJiaroAaTb PyÏHH. 
Ha rjiyM Tapacoßi, 
^CajiKyioTb Baci bhchì, 
Ilio He AopÌ3ajiH 
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riaHÍB HO>KÍ CbBHHeHÍ, - 

Ilio ToHTa H 3aJlÏ3HHK 
He cTajiH TaM khjhhmh. 

fle npaBHB MoHOMax 
3 CHHaMH-BHTiHHMH. 

("Pys'makam hajdamakam," Dzvin; lines 45-56) 

* * 

We cannot examine here the full range and detail of Kulis's historical 
views. It is clear, at any rate, that his views were often highly emotional 
and bitter. But it is utterly fallacious to claim, as Jefremov once did,27 that 
they were vacillatory and without a unifying central perspective. On the 
contrary, it is evident that for most of his mature life, Kulis came to 
articulate an understanding of the Cossack past that was in direct opposi- 
tion to the mythical vision so deeply inscribed on the collective Ukrainian 
consciousness by Sevcenko. For where Sevcenko apotheizes communi- 
tas, Kulis offers the model, prospects, and demands of structured society. 
It is precisely with these desiderata of enlightenment, of law and order, of 
normal cultural and social development in mind that he feels obliged to 
search, almost desperately, for a model in neighboring states - gentry 
Poland, imperial Russia, Mohammedan Turkey - for the Cossack world 
itself can offer only a styxija, the anti-structure of communitas. Thus 
Peter I and Catherine II, who for Sevcenko are the very incarnation of 
evil, are seen by Kulis as carriers of enlightenment, who conquer the 
"barbarism" of anarchy, who come to rule the Ukraine with "the eternal 
sceptre of science and culture" ("Dvoje predkiv").28 

Now, one can take strong issue with this interpretation of the past. 
Kulis's historico-political reasoning may be shown to be entirely one- 
sided, but it would be highly unfair to accuse him of condoning despo- 
tism. In fact, his opposition to official Russian (or Polish) chauvinism, to 
oppression of Ukrainian national rights, etc., is manifest, continuous, and 
vociferous. The crux of the matter, however, is that he sees the only real 
prospects for the development of the Ukrainian nation in its acceptance 
not of myth and symbolic thinking, but of the "universal standard" of 
rational thought and of concrete, constructive action. 

Ultimately, Kulis's debunking of the mythical sense of the Cossack past 
is not only historicist, but positivist. His own life can be seen as exemplify- 

27 "Bez syntezu," Zapvskv istorvcno-filolohicnoho viddilu, Akademiia nauk URSR, 
vol. 4 (Kiev, 1924). 
28 Cf., also, "Petro i Kateryna" and "Vin i vona" (Dzvin). 
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ing the "organic" effort of fostering culture and social betterment. It was 
none other than Kulis who was the spiritual father of the Prosvita move- 
ment; it was he who at the first anniversary of Sevcenko's death suggested 
that the best monument to him was not a resplendent mausoleum or sweet 
praise, but the teaching of trades to village children.29 In this Kulis 
signals the end of Romantic ideology and the birth of an entirely new 
understanding of the Ukrainian situation and the continuum of Ukrainian 
history. As much as the myth is still with us, his antithesis has also left its 
indelible mark on our sense of the Ukrainian past. 

Harvard University 

29 ["Nauka remesla i pracja narodna po selax"], Tvorv Pantelejmona Kulisa, 6: 
560-64. 
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